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Spring is here and the mini-skirts are nearly in bloom. Now
do you remember why you came to San Diego? And do you remember how you got stuck in La Jolla on the way there? Have
faith that some day you will make it beyond the borders of this
Old-and-Whitopia and go bowling or something. And try not
to go all Virginia Tech in the meantime.
This is also the main issue that our audience on the roadtrip
will see. By way of introduction to The Koala, some advice:
don’t even bother reading the Ed Boxes; they’ve been shit all
year long. Our goal is to ruin your hopes and dreams with
comedy, and there are much more effective ways to do that all
throughout the issue.
You’ll appreciate our investigative journalism as we timetraveled to go dumpster-diving for midterms in winter quarter
2008. That beats the crap out of ASP, and we didn’t even get
an extra $7 a quarter from you. Any of you AS kids want to
put us on a referendum next year? Or even just fix your damn
printer?
-Ed.

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor:
Guess what? Rape is a joke! We are sooooo cool now,
just like real Koalas. Maybe someday we’ll grow up
and be just like you.
Fratenally yours,
the Guardian
Dear the Guardian:
I know you love that “90% of Tritons ask for verbal consent before sex” statistic. You know where
that other 10% really comes from? Us raping you on
the sloshball field next month. We know that we
don’t even need to ask you “journalists” to bend
over. Halfway decent Disregardian though.
Not yours,
Ed.

Send your letters to editor@thekoala.org
The Tao of ASsholes
noun

when not __________ to _________.
verb ending in -ing

The ___________ is more effective
noun

if not tempered beyond its mettle.
Gold and jade are easier to __________
verb

Caption this stupid photo
that we stole from the internet

Submit your caption at www.thekoala.org, baby
Include your email or we won’t give you a prize if you win

Last issue’s winning captions
1. On-Star for tricycles still has some
bugs. - E-Dawg
2. Where taxis get
their yellow paint.
- babel fish
3. I’ve already hit
one baby today.
What’s one more?
- Ari

These w/niggas wrote this paper
(and really love the word nigga)
Pimpin’ ho’s
Nicholle, Bri, Jason, Zack Morris
Names spelled out with “to” between every letter
SARS, the L-Word, Nam, Augy, Jeremiah, Jessica, Sarah, Judy,
Vince, Esther, Gillian, Bill, Rohypnol, Bertrude Parsleypants, Devin
Car Jacking
E-dogg, Jer, Skillz, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus, Paula K., Eugene,
Dirty, Milk, Moximo, Aaron, Stevie Why, San

if _________ in moderation.
verb, past-tense

He who seeks _________,
noun

invites his own _________.

Pickin’ Cotton
Brad Kohlenberg

noun

The sage __________ quietly,
verb

seeking neither _________ nor ________;
noun
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HWIC
David Gregory

The __________ is easier to hold
verb, past tense

		

The Koala meets Fridays at 6pm, in the Media Lounge (above Soft Reserves)

noun

completing what he does with _________ ease,
adjective

and then saying,

“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication
are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher
of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views
expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not
represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of
California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.”
This is the way and nature of ____________.
name of AS Senator
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5. Sober living

Top 5 Hillcrest Restaurants
1. Homo-Town Buffet
2. Dick’s First Resort
3. El Pollo Culo
4. Sushi for your Tushy
6. Brokeback Steakhouse
5. Dairy Queen

Top 5 Spring Break Stories Everyone Knows Are Fake
1. The one where you actually left
your computer
2. The one where the Koala didn’t
run the train on your girl
3. Some drunk dude came in and
puked in your suitcase then he
peed my pants but I was asleep the
whole time, what a jerk right
4. The one about your friend
unknowingly getting a BJ from a
dude
5. These twins smelled my Tag
body spray and just like ripped my
pants off and rubbed this Jerggins
all over my crotch and then left but
said they’d be back, but that was
like ten minutes ago and I was just
trying to scrape the stuff off with
this Victoria’s secret catalog with
holes cut out for the mouths
Top 5 Come-on’s by the First
Lady
1. I’m also the first lay.
2. Get over here so I can veto your
pants.
3. I order you to make a one-man
surge into my Sunni Triangle.
4. This Bush needs to enlist
100,000 more seamen.
6. I gave the Secret Service the
night off so you could stab Bush.
5. You’re not pulling out of anything.
Top 5 Things “Ridin’ Dirty”
Means at UCSD
1. Pushing that fart a bit to hard
while biking to class
2. Driving with chem notes for
next quarter’s class
3. Driving with a chick who puts
out
4. Driving with a black person
5. Driving while your TA is bound
and gagged in your trunk
Top 5 Names for Whiskey Dick
1. Rum Rod
2. Man-hood-less-schewitz
3. Dom Penisgone
4. Bailey’s Irish No-Cream
5. Oh-shit-I-just-sobered-up-andshe’s-a-he Dick
Bottom 5 Alternatives to Sloshball
1. Manage my diverse investments
ball
2. Lonely ball
3. Tipsytesticle
4. Sugar-high four square

Top 5 Alternative Presidential
Candidates in 2008
1. Theodore Kaczynski running
on his Package in Every Mailbox
platform
2. Don Francisco and his Sabado
Gigante fiesta
3. Lance Armstrong and his One
Ball Trumps All party
4. PC guy / Mac Guy: Hopefully
won’t win but get enough attention
to be assassinated anyway
5. Dhali Lama / Ozzy Osbourne on
the “Too Profound to Articulate”
ticket
Top 5 Reasons I’m Pretty Sure
I’m a Ghost
1. My girlfriend doesn’t even know
my last name.
2. I feel as if I left something
undone and express my fury by
stacking lawn chairs and knocking
over Dixie cups
3. My girlfirend doesn’t know she’s
my girlfriend
4. It takes several church goers
to pull me out of a hot Catholic
school girl
6. My poop looks like marshmallows...and when I’m sick it looks
like those mini marshmallows
5. Often I return to my old domiciles to scope out how things have
changed and I freak out the new
residents, especially when they’re
having anal sex with my current
girlfriend

Homo Sapril 18, 2007

Intelligent Life at SDSU?
Our anthropologist Jane Blueball investigates

Day One:
Stumbling across a party a party I observed one specimen, “Joker,”
who unable to open a beer bottle, placed a rock on his belly and
smashed it
open. Unfortunately
he was left
with nothing but a
quarter of
his original foamy
treat. Koko,
the only female in the
troop, tried
licking the
beer from
the glass
shards
lodged
in Joker’s
stomach to
no avail.
I followed the troop back to what appears to be an on-campus dormicile, something unknown to many UCSD students.
Day Two:
It is three A.M. and I am tired. I believe that Joker has developed
a crush on me. At the clan gathering earlier he was insistent on
trying to grab my breasts. I beat him off and that seemed to keep
him at bay for a while but once night fell he felt compelled to try
his rascally tricks once again. He came into my tent reeking of the
nectar his troop made earlier; I call it “jungle juice.” He repeatedly
tried to mount me, and although I was flattered for the first forty
minutes I had to dart him with tranquilizer. I have started taking
birth control pills for I believe it is my estrus that has driven him
so wild.
Day Three:
I witnessed the spontaneous making of a tool today! After a daylong session of foraging for plants I was invited back for a smoking ritual. At a loss for a utensil “Thinker” hollowed out an apple
with a stick, then kept a lookout for predators whilst the others

Top 5 Reasons I’m Positive I’m a
Ghost
1. I haven’t stuck my penis in a
vagina in 12 years. That’s about as
much as a dead guy.
2. Can’t help but notice the widespread phobia everybody has of
me.
3. Everything I touch gets a mysterious gooey stain.
4. I’m obsessed with bed sheets.
5. I stole The Koala’s office.
Top 5 Reasons I’m Positive I’m a
Raging Queer
1. I haven’t stuck my penis in a
vagina in 12 years. That’s about as
much as a dead guy.
2. Can’t help but notice the widespread phobia everybody has of
me.
3. Everything I touch gets a mysterious gooey stain.
4. I’m obsessed with bed sheets.
5. I stole The Koala’s office.

performed the ritual, most fascinating. After the ritual I helped
myself to four days worth of rations and not one but two helpings of dried gooseberries. That night I fell asleep giggling in the
knowledge that the troop is becoming more accepting of my presence.
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Augy’s One Effective Habit for Highly Successful Women
start here

whoops,
you forgot
you’re actually a slut

your parents
boof.

...and
they make
you. and
thank god
they did.

now you’re
a well-adjusted young
professional
with a job
and a husband. Thanks,
asshole!

then you go
to college.

OR...

...due to your
denial, you can
sell that college-educated body on the
street

then a bunch
of assholes
gang-rape
you. in a
barn.

Fig.1: The Kinda-Jewish-Star-Looking Thing of Life
Ladies, I hate to tell you this, but I’m a heart breaker. My relationship history has been one girl after another falling desperately in love with me who I
then dump when I get sick of her. This, I used to think, made me an asshole. Now, I may be an asshole, but not for this reason. I’m actually doing these
girls a service, and here’s why:
Guys like younger girls. This is because they all suffer from the same affliction: younger girls are fucking dumb. Sure, they can tell you all about
the Civil Rights Movement or whatever half-truths they teach you in Poli
Sci, but they are still dumb because they are needy, dependent, innocent
creatures. And this is a serious problem. They may not know it, but they
NEED assholes to break their hearts and amplify their insecurities. Sorry
baby, you ARE fat. I don’t care what your furry-legged baby-eating feminist Women’s Studies teacher told you. Fatty. See? I just helped you.

Dear the Guardian,

For the guys, this works out because we get sex (unless, of course, you’re
a fatty). The girls learn a valuable lesson, and typically either turn into
sluts or grown-assed women who demand respect. Once again, the male
population benefits from this, because sluts are awesome. And for those
men who want, you know, like, an actual relationship, there is now an
entire population of women who have been emotionally prepped by
some asshole taking a steamy, body-and-soul-shattering dump on their
hearts and minds. It’s a proverbial Cleveland Steamer of self-loathing and
self-doubt. Which, when wiped clean by the proverbial moist towlette of
dignity and newfound self-confidence, leaves her truly ready to finally enter the world of adult relationships. Relationship guys should be paying
us assholes to fuck girls, because if we didn’t, the relationship guys would
have to put up with an insecure psycho. Oh, and we’ve been working on
her gag reflex for years, so you have to thank us for that, too.
So ladies, please, do not hate me. I agree that it might be hard to see now,
but when I take that shit on your chest, what I’m really doing is challenging you to be the best woman you can be, to get up, wipe yourself off,
and probably take a shower, and head back out into the world no longer
a girl, but a woman in all her magnificent splendor, a woman prepared for
what lies ahead, prepared to pull herself up by her bra-straps and make
herself heard, a voice of maturity in an ocean of adolescence, and a shining beacon of hope to all her sisters still waiting for their opportunity to
spring from their puerile cocoons and take their rightful place amongst
the butterflies.
I might wipe my ass with your hair, too.

RAPE IS NOT A JOKE.
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Top 5 Things UCSD Students
Would Do If They Were Drafted
and Sent to Iraq
1. Receive Presidential recognition
as the unit who survived the most
friendly fire
2. Follow orders silently and obediently, performing all duties to
above average expectations
3. Go on a reconaissance mission
for boba
4. Say “Getting attacked by Muslims makes me feel like a Koala”
5. Chuckle at the mechanical simplicity of the I.E.D. that rips their
face off

Top 10 Breakup Lines to Use on
the Person You Kidnapped
1. We’re moving in different directions. Tomorrow, I’ll still be alive
and you’ll be dead.
2. With your arms hacked off,
you’re not the same person I fell in
love with.
3. I can’t date someone as submissive as you.
4. I never realized that you were
eventually going to turn 13.
5. I’m sorry, but...I’ve been kidnapping other people.
6. It’s not you, it’s me. I need your
skin.
7. That escape attempt really hurt
my feelings.
8. I was only kidnapping you for
the ransom money.
9. The other night when I was
raping you and you turned around
and tried to rape me back, that just
wasnt cool.
10. Enough talk about your dad!
Top 5 Signs of Intelligent Life at
SDSU
1. Herpes no longer bothers with
fat chicks
2. Sudden appearance of “YEAST
RULEZ” graffiti
3. Rocks arrange themselves into
patterns like “send more beer”
4. No one’s spent a cent on Stuart
Collection crap
5. Recently uncovered dorm sites
with paintings of hunters, buffalo,
and kegs on the walls
Top 5 Dating Tips For Jews
1. Don’t accidentally give away
our plan to take over the world or
kiss until the second date.
2. Israel is the best place in the
world to have sex. The don’t call it
the “Wailing Wall” for nothing.
3. Immediately terminate all relations with a girl if she uses her
teeth while consuming kosher
pickles.
4. Get his full name before the
date, otherwise your friends at the
IMF will not be able to get you a
proper credit history.
6. Stay away from controversial
topics like religion, politics, abortions or any other personal flaws of
yours not already on the list.
5. Be open minded about dating
Muslims. Turbins, if used correctly,
may serve the same purpose during
sex as a paper bag.

I’ve never smoked chicken					

Top 5 Things to Do with Used
Bikini Wax
1. Chewing gum/floss combo
2. Like fly-paper, but for crabs
3. Lick-alota-puss lip balm for
lesbians
4. Burnt-pube scented aromatherapy candle
5. This may be your only chance,
so read carefully: seal up her
mouth

Top 1 Differences in AS with
a Communist Queer Mexican
instead of a Queer Communist
Black President (Harry Khanna
Is Black, Right?)
1. In all official memoranda, “bling
bling” now replaced with “bean
bean”
Top 5 Ways to Tell You Ran Over
an Indian
1. Red dot on the windshield
2. The Hewlett-Packard customer
support line stops answering for a
couple of days
3. Number of flies on the guy actually decreases after he’s dead
4. Horrible, bloodcurdling death
screams are in a hilarious accent
5. Makes you laugh a lot harder
than when you ran down the Egyptian dude
Top 5 Names For the Child of an
Indian and an Indian
1. Sitting Bhupendra
2. Gandhironimo
3. Iron Eyes Chandrashekar
4. Sacajayashri
5. Tungesh Two Dogs Fucking
Top 5 Things You Must Do Before You Graduate
1. An Asian
2. Begin a bloodline in Mexico
3. Get made fun of in the Koala
4. Raise the number of on-campus
sex crimes to 4
5. Transfer to State
Top 5 Results of Four Pretty
Girls and One Frat Locked in a
Club
1.Tequila-soaked Mexicans betting
pesos on the cock fight...
2. Then a swarshbucklin pirate
style sword fight where the winners
will give the booty a good plunderin, ARRRRGH...
3. Then four pregnancies and forty
bleeding anuses ...
4. Then extra dues next quarter for
paternity tests ...
5. And in 18 years: four more depressed UCSD greeks

Locked in a club
with your bros?
Find a computer
and send your
lists to www.
thekoala.org/lists.
html

Grāpple® 18, 2007

Day Four:
Koko has gone missing! As a treat yesterday I took the troop to
watch a Three Stooges movie so that they might learn about human culture. Koko, the smartest of the bunch, seems to have had
plans of her own. Thinker signed me a story of Koko leaving
with a member from a strange troop. I asked him, more in anger
than expecting a cognitive response, “Why
didn’t you stop her?”
to which he responded
“Love-Koko, me-noKoko-mother, love-thatgirl-dog.” He then proceeded to throw empty
cans and eventually
feces at me. I believe
this to be my fault as I
was making eye contact
with him perhaps a bit
too long. As for Koko,
we can only hope for
the best.
Day Five:
Although they may not know the significance of death I do believe
this troop to has the capacity to realize something is amiss. Joker
was the first to notice Koko had gone missing and so with watery,
red eyes he has gathered some of her things close to him. He has
been sniffing the loin cloths he took from her domicile all day.
I can’t tell if the primitives express sadness differently, but I do
know that his constant erection would be frowned on by today’s
standards and, trained anthropologist that I am, it makes even me
feel uneasy. Perhaps he thinks they will evoke her memory, or am I
reading to deep into these primitive actions?
Day Six:
Koko has come back to us safe and sound. We found her lying half
naked on the lawn smelling of vomit and jungle juice. Do other
SDSU troops know the secret of jungle juice? This is evidence of
a structure for sharing information, the likes of which I had never
hoped to find in such backwards surroundings. Upon further
inspection of Koko,
it became apparent
that she had been
used in some sort of
religious ceremony.
I was able to deduce
this by all the markings she had drawn
over her body. The
decorations included
five pronged leaves,
perhaps for a good
harvest, genitalia both male and
female, universal
symbols for fecundity. All of the decorations point to this
being a festival of
fertility. What wondrous savages!
Day Seven:
Success! I feel that the troop has accepted me as one of their own.
Tonight, in my honor, they will have what ethologists term a
“Fertility and Reproductive Achievement Training”, or F.R.A.T.
Party for short. Koko spent half the morning braiding my hair in
a tribal fashion to resemble rows of corn. I see many other primitives wearing this style of fur but especially those of fairer to
translucent white skin. Against my best efforts to resist I let loose
a chuckle. The night has come and I must drink the juice that has
been prepared for my ritual. It is intoxicating.
THa remainer of thiss jURNal was written affer the juce. Lall
tha savasses are like skanks, they try ta rub on My Boos Joker
and Thinker frum my troop and I’n all like “ Uh-uh you did en
bitsches”. I ha like FIFEEN cupss of sweat jungle juise. I like totally made out wif like the hottest savage there. He’sh a grey
kisssser. Hish gurlfren pulled my hair. I wen all anthropologicall
on her assh. Thiss hash been sooow awssome. I luv SDSU an am
ernolling thiss fall, Go Azhtecs!!! Woooow!!!!

April 18, 2007

					

Gaze into the future, it’s ...

Watch out for lepers, you never know where their fingers are					
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RELI 1. Introduction to Religion: Winter 2008 Midterm - Instructor: Richard Cohen

Part I. Reading Comprehension

Intelligently Designed:
The True Story of Creation

So when God was finished building the
Earth, He saw that it was good, but one
thing was missing. In order to crown the
earth with completeness, He made a man,
and God called that man Jeremiah. That’s
right, I’m enough of a conceited bastard
to put my own name in this story. Now,
in the Jewish and Christian texts, it says
the first man was called “Adam.” That’s
because when Moses ripped off my story,
he changed my name for legal reasons.
Chapter 2
eremiah was not built naked,
but he liked to run around
wearing nothing but a leaf.
2And Jeremiah saw it was good
because of the breeze on his twig
and berries. 3And thus God named
Jeremiahism after him. 4Later it was
changed to “nudism” because that’s
more descriptive. 5But that’s where
nudism* originated, in this place
called “The Garden of Eden.”

J

6Eden was great: it had HBO, a hot
tub, and a mini fridge in every tree.
7But Jeremiah was super horny and
he’d already seen every episode of
Real Sex twice, even a few episodes
of Sex in the City accidentally. 8So
he asked God to make him a companion. 9“Get thee to work and
record all the mighty deeds I have
done,” responded the Lord, “then
we shall converse about thy female.
10Now leave me alone; itis the Sabbath and I am resting.”
11“Must be Jewish,” muttered
Jeremiah under his breath. 12And
the Lord threw an empty bottle of
Popov’s Holy Water at Jeremiah’s
head and said, “Shuteth the goddamn door already, thou uppity
chimpanzee.”
13Since the Lord wasn’t about to
get off His drunk 14ass anytime
soon, Jeremiah went to work on his
own. 15With help from the Tree

of Anesthesia, he removed one
rib. 16He then set to shape it into
something sexier. 17He decided
that it should look somewhat like a
man, because man is pretty badass.
17.5Instinctively, he added an extra
hole in which to
stick his manness. 18Boobies
too, because he
thought they’d
be nice to lick
in repeated tiny
circles. 19And
it made woman
easier to tip
over. 20Thus,
all men since
have unknowingly rejoiced
and worshipped
Jeremiah for
boobies. BlackjackAnd Jeremiah saw it was
good, but maybe
it was just the
anesthesia.

“Only the fugly among women shall
be sweet and intelligent. And the
fatties can be smart too. Sometimes.” The Lord God is indeed a
vengeful god God.

Then Jeremiah
approached the
Lord and said,
“You need to
quit being so
Jewish with your
magic powers
and bring life to
this female and
shit.”
The Lord God
grudgingly
agreed, but as
punishment
He stipulated
that henceforth
woman should
have a vicious
and biting personality. And
the Lord said,

Chapter 3
ow Jeremiah was smart: he
didn’t put clothes on his
female. So he was pretty
concerned one day when he found
her making sandwiches and wearing
an apron of fig leaves. She seemed
upset, so he asked her “What’s your
problem, woman?” She responded,
“I smoked a joint out of the Tree
of Knowledge of Pink Floyd and
Marley that is God’s private stash.”
Jeremiah tried some and saw that it
was lame because he coughed a lot.

N

Five hours of giggling later, there
was a loud rumbling, and the Lord
appeared. He addressed Jeremiah,
wrathfully saying, “Thou shalt keep
thy bitch in line!”
As penalty for the grave sin, God
bulldozed the lovely Jeremiahist
colony of Eden and built Argo Hall
in its place. And at East Parking He
placed Cherubims, and a flaming
shuttle which turned every way, to
keep the way of the Tree of Pot.
Jeremiah was sentenced to endure
the trials and tribulations of UCSD
life. He saw that Vice Chancellor
Joe Watson was ruler of this world,
and thus the concepts of “Hell” and
“Satan” were born. Jeremiah was
also prohibited from drinking. “God
must be Mormon,” he muttered.
“Nay, but thou art,” came the thundering response.
“Goddamn it!” Jeremiah shouted.
“That can be arranged. Oooh snap!
God 1, Everyone Else 0.”
As for Eve, Jeremiah turned cannibal.

Detail from Michelangelo Buonarroti’s
Just Say No (The Fall of Man)

*5.1OK, fine, it’s actually “leafism,” you
sinner prick

Questions on the passage above:
1a. What do you think Joseph Smith would say about marrying fat chicks?
1b. What if you balanced it out with one anoxeric wife?
1c. You know there’s no such thing as a skinny Mormoness, right?
2. What would have happened if Eve had stumbled on the coca plant instead of the Tree of Pot?
3. Do you believe in intelligent design now? If you answered “no,” are you trying to fail this class?
4a. Who would win in a three-way fist fight: Muhammed, St. Paul, or a pirate?
4b. What if they each had lasers?
5. Do you think this text is an adequate foundation for a world religion?
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I like to wear Uggs when I fuck sheep				

Part II. Fill in the blank in these important religious text excerpts:

Match the messiah to the
religious text at left

1. Your women are a __________ for you (to __________) so go to your ______
noun
verb
noun
____ as ye will, and send (__________) before you for your ____________, and
noun
plural noun
fear Allah, and know that ye will (one day) _________ Him. Give _____________
verb
adjective

April 18, 2007

A

__________ to __________, (O ___________________).
noun
verb
name of person

2. When a woman forcibly holds in her yoni the lingam after it is in, it is called the
‘____________ position’. This is learnt by practice only, and is chiefly found among
Name of animal
the women of the ___________________. The above are the different ways of
Exotic getaway place
lying down, mentioned by Babhravya. ______________, however, gives the folFavorite Deity
lowing in addition: When the female raises both of her thighs straight up, it is called
the ‘___________ position’. When she raises both of her legs, and places them
Exciting verb
on her lover’s ____________, it is called the ‘yawning position’. When the legs are
Body part

B

contracted, and thus held by the lover before his bosom, it is called the ‘pressed
position’.

3. The _________________ of the Jews was at hand, and Jesus _____________
Name of Fiesta
Magical Verb
__ to Jerusalem. In the __________________________________ he found those
Name of Building made of shit-brick
who were selling ___________________ and sheep and ___________________,
Synonym for Ocelot
Delicious Animal
and the money-changers _____________ there. And making a whip of cords, he
Verbing

C

__________________________ them all out of _____________________, with
Bodily Fluid Noun
Favorite form of Beating
the sheep and oxen. And he _______________________ ______________ of the
Domestic Violence Verb
Jewish Pronoun
money-changers and _____________________ their ___________. And he told
Noun
Muthfuggin Verbed
those who sold the pigeons, “Take these __________________________ away;
Synonym for flying shit factory
do not _______________ Father’s house a ____________________________”
Noun that implies impotence
Whiny Verb
His disciples remembered that it was written, “______________________.”
Non-Sensical Phrase

4. Confucius say, “He who _________ often wind up wearing ________ for a face.”
Disgusting object
Offensive action

D

Confucius say, “Man who ________________ his wife in the __________ with a
rough-sounding verb
orifice
vibrating ________ shall be the one to get ______________ in the end.”
Favorite toy
Abusive sexual act
Confucius say, “He who ___________ with his ___________, on the same day as
Playful activity
Body part
________________, is a nigger-hating ___________.”
Pagan sacrificial rite
Other minority
Confucius say “Don’t _________ in the ________, or else you’ll get hepatitis ___.”
Swear word
Container
Letter
Extra Credit: Use the words in the box at right to fill in these blanks
Digha Nikaya 2: Samaññaphala Sutta
And how is a ______ content? Just as a ______, wherever it goes, ______ with its
wings as its ______ burden; so too is he ______ with a set of ______ to provide for
his ______ and ______ to provide for his hunger. Wherever he goes, he takes only
his barest ______ along. This is how a monk is content.

Flaming			
Koala			
Financially prudent
Blow-up doll		

Nigga
Pipe cleaners
Moonwalks
Ass cheeks

April 18, 2007 							

It’s only extortion if you make more than $1000.					
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Boylemia (Bulimia Isn’t Just For Women)

This could be you! Here’s a testimonial from the husk of
former Koala staffer Moximo:

Some people say, “Mox, your diet is gross.” I say gross is being 250 lbs in
the third grade. Today, I eat what I enjoy and enjoy puking what I eat. I call it
Boylemia and it’s a blast. Forget expensive pills, hypnosis, or working out. All
you need is fingers and the will to be a sexy bastard.
It all started when I was at summer camp and learned two golden rules: swimming with a shirt on sucks and bitches hate dudes with bitch tits. After these
valuable lessons I realized I needed a plan: a vomit feuled plan. Some people
call it an eating disorder, but I refer to my plan as an “anti-fat-ass training regiment.” While I may constantly have bile-smelling breath and yellowing teeth,
my stomach looks incredible and NO MORE man tits!
So next time you realize that you’re collecting sweat under your man tits and
you’re avoiding any activity that requires removal of your shirt, man up, grab a
bucket, and - if you love your lunch - let it go.
“When is a diet pill worth $250 a bottle?” Never. You have boylemia. It’s
guaranteed to make your manorexic friends jealous and it’s free!

Illiterate?
Call

1-800-U-READ-ME
Yhosieek! Ubekbedi cunt
rag lkkesji, bear fucker 3deddjums. Gerssasadda
Nazi Party habelius.

Just 3
Advertisment

easy payments!

paid for by

Dsgfhggj

gfkjofdop gdniojigjod
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After the recent and horrifying remarks by radio personalitly Don Imus, NHGS Co. has decided to shift its advertising budget to
a publication which serves as bastion of tolerance and good taste, The Koala. We know they’re hard up for cash, so they won’t
disrespect our fine products.

Nappy-Headed Garden Supply Co.

Summer Tool Sale

Our “Rütgr” model Nappy-Headed Hoe has been
our signature product for 80 years. Now you too
can hoe and drag a bunch of hair all over your
garden all at the same time! Only $7.29

Our space age grass-Catching AFRO MOWER
can hold double* the clippings with its expanding “fro” Technology.
$139.88 for a limited time only
*compared to the industry-standard “combover” lawn mower
And for our wigga customers, we’ve introduced a
glue-stiffened straight hair garden supplies!

Our founders, Myron and Miriam Rosengoldstalinfecalstein, came to America from Israel
to live the American Dream: to create quality,
ethnically-sensitive gardening supplies for the
botanically inclined nigga, yo.

The Weed-Mohawker 5008
$89.99
Our patented spikes will aerate and weed-whack
at the same time. Watch yo kicks, dawg!

Check www.sdboardclub.com
for parties,
meetings (parties),
trips (parties),
and more (parties)
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1st Annual UCSD Sloshball League Season Preview
The sloshabll season is starting soon and we think
it’s important to educate our readers on what lies
ahead. You still remember sloshball right? It’s simple enough for an I-Houser to understand: it looks
like softball, but in reality all disputed plays are
settled by drinkoffs and all disputed drinkoffs are
settled by fights. There’s a keg on second base too.
This is the first year of a UCSD Sloshball League; the
format is one four team pool that will play round
robin. The two best teams will then face off in a
one game playoff to determine who gets to pick the
next Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs.
Teams capsules (ranked in order of projected finish)
1. The Koala (3-0) They have been cheating and making
their own rules as they apply to their benefit since the
dawn of UCSD. Strengths: The Koala graduated one editor last year, but this year’s squad retains many starters
from the past. Sam Skillz will return this year to dropkick
opponents into submission on disputed calls, and The
Koala’s new crop of recruits will take cheating to a whole
new level. The Koala also benefits as being the best
coached team in sloshball history. Weaknesses: Koalan’s might be too occupied macking on hot chicks to play.
Also, if Koalan’s try to play by softball rules they will lose.

2. Tardian (2-1) The season will come down to the wire
with the finale the day after Sun God, with The Tardian
losing badly to a venemous Koala staff. Once again the
Guardian will be staffed with “illustrators” from the rugby
team, and lack of hot chicks to help them win games. For
the most part, the Tardians’ long established ways of applying softball rules to sloshball will help them win games,
but they will be no match for The Koala. Weakness: If
they actually used their real staff, they could barely beat
off, let alone a powerhouse like BOARD
3. SD BOARD Club (1-2) UCSD’s premier party club draws
a tough schedule this year. Strengths: Once again,
BOARD will have a bunch of hot chicks helping them win
games. Unfortuntately this will not help them against
The Tardian due to their disinterest in hot chicks. It will
however lead to a close game against The Koala, but
the Koala will somehow convince all the hot chicks to do
something detrimental to their own squad to appease hot
Koala men.
4. I-Housers/Porter’s Bartenders (0-3) In their first year
as an expansion team, The I-House and Pub team selected a bunch of cool unprotected graduate physics majors
with experience playing with The Koala. Unfortunately,
sports are an American pastime and the international
students are still learning the game. Under the tutelage
of fringe Koala alumni this green team will eventually be
pretty good. And then the I-Housers will leave forever.

ΑΠΕ Spring Rush ‘07

Monday 11am-3pm: Nut scratching and communal flea-picking on Library Walk
Tuesday 8am-8pm: Flinging our own shit at passing PIKEs on Library Walk
Wednesday 1pm-4pm: Smashing cardboard boxes on Library Walk
Thursday 5pm-7pm: Fine dining as we use sticks to catch termites at Library
Walk
Friday 3pm-10pm: Bellowing mating calls at passing females on Library Walk,
followed by
10pm- Saturday 1am: Mating with each other on Library Walk followed by
Saturday 1am-6am: Huddling together for body heat to survive the terrible
cold of our home on Library Walk
Our motto:

“For
Victory
and
Submissive
Females!”

Celebrity Handicapping
Condoleeza Rice -- “The Koala is our greatest threat [in sloshball] at the moment.”

MOTHER THERESA -- “The Koala, 3-0;
God’s always muttering things about
them in his own image or something”

Joe Watson -- “UCSD has a policy against
public displays of fun. I shall find this alleged game and do what I can using bureaucratic doublespeak to shut it down. I
shall assert things like ‘Minors under the
age of 21 within 100 feet of a controlled
substance’.”
Carlos From Desperate Housewives -- “As
a former Koala recruit, I remember macking on hot chicks and getting plastered at
sloshball games. K all the way!”

Mr. T -- “I pity the fool who plays against
The Koala.”
UCSD vs. SDSU Engineering sloshball game at Fiesta Island
Engineers spend hours studying universal constants; little do they know
that all engineers are universally and constantly goofy-looking. Much
to my surprise, I couldn’t even tell apart the Aztecs from Tritons. What
a bunch of nerds. Terrible taste in beer, too: I’ve never had a beer that
had a puke foretaste followed by a crap flavored body followed by a
puke aftertaste, but Karl Strauss (damn that German stiff) pulled it off
with Endless Torture Summer Light at second base.
Anyway, some of these nerds could play - especially on the UCSD.
Our SX shortstop owned everything, averaging about three put-outs
an inning. Others from UCSD were not such great team players - one
repeatedly gave away outs in the interest of “fair play,” whatever that
is and saying “it’s only sloshball you loser.” Sounds like somebody
doesn’t respect the spirit of this hallowed game. UCSD actually scored
a shit load more runs (SDSU did have many small innings though), but
since they don’t teach counting at SDSU, they insisted the game was
tied at all times. We then lost both drinkoffs for the final score. Hanging my head in shame, I left as the mob was arguing about a best of five
drinkoff or some garbage.
Personally, I did ok at the plate and in the field (though grounders are
hellish in sand). But I was really fascinated by my Dorito’s colored
puke after I *gasp* lost a drinkoff. Oh well, it’s only spring training for
me. Maybe I just drank too many times while rounding the bases, you
Aztards.

τΑΡΔ Co-Ed

Retard Business Frat
Spring Rush 2007!!!!1
Monday: Networking with the Brothers and Sisters: Meet at SunGod Lawn and run in circles, and
into each other, for two hours
Tuesday: Get inspired by the ΑΠΕ’s and fling shit at
each other and copy their rush t-shirts
Wednesday: Co-Ed Fraternity Exchange: Stand in
front of a mirror and wordlessly scream all night
long!
Thursday: Sports Night - fall down the Geisel stairs
with “the bros”
Friday: All further activities have been cancelled
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Sorry, the grape-feeders and palm-fanners are on strike today				
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1 Hand - Watching your mother masturbate
2 Hands - Watching your dog masturbate
3 Hands - You masturbating
4 Hands - Masturbating a hotel room with two coked-out models
5 Hands - A party where you don’t have to masturbate at the end of the night

In a new, recurring feature, a special guest
critic will give their party review. This issue’s
one comes from a mystery Guardian Editor
SX’s Studio 54 (4/6)
I wasn’t exactly alive and bangin’ in the
1970s, but it’s pretty general knowledge what’s
supposed to happen at a Studio 54 party: snort
cocaine until your nose bleeds, chug champagne from the bottle until it bubbles out your
bloody nose, bump ’n’ grind under the disco
ball until you’re sweaty enough for the afterorgy, and get fucking naked. Sigma Chi’s party
had no cocaine whatsoever (the closest we got
was some trashy chick in the bathroom who
offered us the meth she’d cooked up earlier in
her shit-smeared trailer), no champagne (not to
mention any alcohol, of any sort, AT ALL), no
disco ball, and not a single pair of sweaty tits.
Give me a break. No one even took advantage
of the potentially awesome theme and tried
dressing the part — ¾ of the bitches translated
“Studio 54” to “Slutty ‘Forever 21’ Crap I Wear
Every Weekend.” Of course, this was of no
concern to the Sigma Chi nutsacks, who only
imagined them as eventually naked in their 4Runners outside.
Arriving at the pickup point, we waited in
the cold for way too long and pushed our way
through the parking lot mosh-pit to get on the
bus (while 5 Sigma Chis fell all over themselves trying to take charge), we weren’t nearly
black-out-drunk enough — bad start. We took
the liberty of finishing off some Australian
dude’s water bottle, but it tasted like shit and
didn’t work. When we got to the prison/army
barracks that served as the “club,” we bitchbargained the entry fee down to $10, which still
proved way too much, as there was absolutely
no way to get drunker. I was immediately jealous of the idiots spewing and passing out all
over the cafeteria tables in back. All in all, what
should have been a shithoused, coked-up haze
ended up a middle-school dance from Hell,
except without the arm’s length to keep me
from suffocating on the cologne-doused B.O. of
frat boys trying to pull “Night at the Roxbury”
imitations, do the “YMCA” arm letters, and
rub their cocks on me all at once. Hey Sigma
Why-the-fuck-would-you-ever-join-this-frat: I
WANT MY FUCKING MONEY BACK.

TKE Presents Hollywood (4/5)
Rejected for a date by two girls this night,
Hollywood was my distant third choice. Maybe I should have had another option...
What do you get when you cross four pretty
girls and one frat? TKE can now proudly
answer that question. If this had been a house
party instead of a club, there would be some
big positives: a good-sized dance floor (it’s a
fucking club) and enough booze (I had to pay
for at the club bar). I know the TKE’s know
they could throw a better party and I liked the
people I met, so I can’t be super harsh.I’m also
told that the alcohol was ridiculously easy to

get if you were under-aged; good thing, because
booze was the only attraction here. Still, no one
did much besides form a crowd, let alone dance
or try other forms of insanity. But there’s one
thing I don’t get: this party was to benefit the
Ronald Reagan Alzheimer Foundation. Don’t
these retard frat boys know that he’s already
dead?

Nicholles Dim Sum / Body-Slam Bash (4/7)
Party starts with me and the boys getting a
call from Nicholle telling us to meet at Convoy Clucky’s Dim Sum in 20 stoner minutes.
One and a half hours later we find ourselves in
front of delictible dishes (plussy one dumpling)
and some hot Koala broads as well (plussy
two dumplings). I tell the waitress that “Me no
can usey chopstickey”. The silence makes me
realize that not only does our waitress speak
English better than me but most of the girls we
brought are Asian and perhaps a bit offended.
Damn it, I blew my chances of getting forked
tonight (minus four dumpling). The bill comes
and I find myself disgusted for the tewntyfour dollars I gotta shell out with no chance
of getting laid. I decide that If I’m not getting
laid, then someone must bleed. It was then that
the symbiote I call “Brain” hatches a devious
plan. “Who do you think would win in a fight
between you girls?” The thought catches like
wild fire and before you know it I have six sexy
Venuses ready to open up some birthday whoopass on each other. All that was missing now was
beer. “Hey, I’ve got a kegerator. We can do this
at my house,” says George, finalLEE catching
on, he IS a Liddle smarter than he looks. First
match, Tiny Tumadres slams Iron Katie into the
floor and makes her squeal, Tiny T wins with
a hot primal grunt. Next up the birthday girl,
Nitro Nicky takes on Killa Korea. Nitro Nicky
uses her patented boob buster and Killa Korea
screams “I give up but don’t stop”. Fast forward
a few more pitchers to the final round where
Tiny Tumadres takes on the Birthday Nicky.
Zoom Zoom, Bash Bash, Ovary punch Ovary
punch... I can’t remember who won but both
come out steamy. The rest of the night is a haze
I give this party plussy three dumplings total.

Baba-Palooza (4/14)
Shitty house, no beer, lots of dudes and a few
ugly/horny ucsd chicks... what a party! This
“palooza” unfortunately had no theme. Nevertheless, one douchegag “looza” wore a crown
like he was some fuckkking king of the homos
or some shit. The dance floor was over-crowded, and the house smelled like old spoiled seafood. Some of the highlights of this party: #1

there were black people trying
to blend in as UCSD students,
what a joke!; #2 some queer
midget-shaped meth-addict got
uppercut by a pissed off football jock; #3 The Koala infiltrated, met slutty sorority girls,
and felched them behind the
porch in the backyard. And by
“The Koala” we mean PIKEs.

Tina’s 21st at Sowers’ (4/14)
Coming into the party pretty
loaded from a couple shooters
and a Mind Eraser I instantly
lost my buzz as I walk into a
Chinese sausage fest. Goddamn, UCSD affirmative
action! Thought I’d do myself
a favor and drink myself out
of dissapointment so I went to
the kitchen only to find broken jello shots. Whip cream
on the table made it better and
made the girls do some whippets which brought me back to
junior high parties. Euphoric, I
went to the dance floor and had
some bumping and grinding
with the girls. Typical, these
toe binding bitches were freaky
and got the guys off and all
they saw was a roll of quarters in their pants. Party was
egg-rolling and Esther with
her mad game got a lap dance
and a semi-strip tease from
the Mexican of Asians, a short
Filipino guy. This islander had
mad skill and shamed the guy
who only wore a Chippendale’s
collar. But this guy was such a
tease, he wouldnt strip completely so we bounced going to
our respective booty calls.

PIKE Fantasy (Outside Time
and Space)
Kegs, junge juice, & horny
drunk sorority bitches. The
house had an out-door pool...
and after the girls showed up
and got dripping wet off of
begging for PIKE cock, the
house got an indoor pool as
well. Word to the wise: bring
your floatees when you party
with PIKE.

x 40 dudes

Do you have newspaper staff full of abusive amazons? No? Well
you can read more about ours at www.thekoala.org/party_reviews
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We did not write these personals,
these are 16 final notes from the Virginia Tech shooter

Dear All Of The Guys At UCSD.
When are you going to come out? ...but for
real. you are all so fucking questionable and
you should jsut suck a dick and get it over with.
We’d all be a whole lot happier and a lot less
horny if you would just simply act on your
impulses. Is it really that hard? I mean...most of
you already like guys anyways, so just suck it
up (literally)!

BEST “FUCK YOU” PERSONAL
Dan Budreau- how the fuck did you become
a TA? You don’t even know the difference
between your head and your ass. You look like
a retarded version of Ron Wesley from Harry
Potter. You have no idea what you are doing
half the time and when someone points out
what you did wrong, you scratch your head
like a fucking retard. YOu might as well put
the piece of chalk in your asshole and wiggle
your ass up and down to make marks on the
board. We call you “Steven” because we know
you wouldn’t correct anyone who called you by
the wrong name because you are a passive ass
BITCH.
-from vector calculus
Dear Sweet D,
I am very lonely. Have not tasted girl’s flower
in long time. Tongue will love you forever. It
will be teh delicious and my pleasure stick will
harden for your flower on demand. I also enjoy
giving butthole pleasures. Please fuck let’s.
XOXOX
Steve
to my asian and wannabe-asian white guy
roomates that i’m forced to live with. . .you
guys need to grow a cock and get a life. i’m
sick and tired of finding your gay-ass notes
around the place demanding me to do stuff. the
fact that you wrote a page paper about how we
didnt replace the toilet paper is just plain fucking ridiculous. all the other notes are ridiculous
too, you guys obviously dont know how to talk
to a normal person. what, are you like trying to
impress the ugly-ass asian girls that constantly
raid our apartment with our cleanliness? you
may look down at me cause i’m the dumb
surfer guy who takes part in a normal hobby,
but i’m the one out on friday night having a
social life while you are here playing video
games/magic cards. i also am friends with
hotter chicks. . .waaaay hotter. and my friends
think im a legend cause of it. you’re lucky im
a nice guy cause if any other guy like me had
to live with you two pussies you’d get your
asses kicked on a regular bases, and you know
you wouldnt stand a chance against me cause i
bench 150. so, if anything, i should be looking
down at you two.
p.s. the “dumb” surfer guy who you live with
has over a 3.0 gpa too
in Surah 4.34 qoran says “...to those women on
whose part ye fear disloyalty and ill-conduct,
admonish them, refuse to share their beds, and
beat them!”
to all ya fucking muslim women : don’t forget to get your daily doze of beating after the
morning prayers!!that makes you closer to god
and scares the infidels!!
-Imam zooloo Al-naser

CV Sandwhich Artists:
Do you have ANY idea how spicy dijon mustard is??!! DAMN IT!! For the last time, you’re
putting too much on my FUCKING sandwhiches. IT BURNS MY MOUTH
Physics sex god who sat in the back and only
came on Wednesdays when we had lab:
You have the most gorgeous eyes and your
scruffiness is irresistible. You’re the hottest Armenian I’ve ever seen. I tried SO many times to
talk to you but I was a weenie so I just eyefucked you. I have a week and a half to pull my
act together; if I don’t do it, know that I would
have fucked you. You look like you’d be nasty!
ps. If you don’t know who you are yet: brown
jacket. Yes, you. Me? Square glasses!
You know some of you college chicks should
be ashamed of yourself.. If some random guys
comes up to you and asks to take you for out
for lunch, and you turn him down..your a
bitch...(unless your taken) its not like he asked
to eatchu out..damn, i hate to see what a guy
has to do for that!
-MadMax
t’s always been a fantasy of mine to be a sex
slave for 2 bears, male and female, pleasing the
male when she’s tired, and vice versa.
Slowly sliding my lips up and down his thick
shaft, tasting his pre-cum on my toungue. Once
he’s had enough of that, he rolls over onto his
back, lifting me up as though I weighed nothing. ...
-bear lover
[Ed. Note: Please keep all essays on bear
fucking under 200 words. This had 427.]

BEST “FUCK ME” PERSONAL
To the guy with beard at “Ask about Islam”
booth:
You are so fucking hot. I’d like to take shit on
your beard.
-jennifer
to that faggot who ip relay calls everyone. . .for
crying out loud, show some common sense!
i’m so sick of wasting my tax money just so
some ip relay operator can tell me about that
time he gave me the samoan sausage slicer
and that time i got double anal from two black
male hookers named jamal and ledanian! don’t
you realize that that operator grew up in the
1950s when such fantasies got them 50 lashes
with the whip? jeez, and i could have spent that
wasted tax money to have those two niggas rail
ME in the ass!
-angry joe taxpayer
To all the fucking asian bitches in my eating
disorders class. stop fucking sitting next to
me! there are 200 hot white skinny bitches that
all have eating disorders and want to fuck. all
you have to do is tell them they’re skinny and
they’ll suck your dick. If another asian bitch
fucking looks at me like i should be quiet while
im trying to spit my shit, im going to fucking
slice your pointy nipples off and feed them to
you for dinner....
This is regarding my HA in muir a house
because he makes me sick. I want to let it be
known that this individual takes pictures of

“light fixtures” on campus for fun and has no
idea of how to act in a social setting. He wont
look you in the eyes because he knows he
sucks. I feel bad but i cannot forget the fact that
he will try to write anyone up if possible and
is ruining my college experience. The ultimate
UCSD stereo type. Bry guy grow up and figure
shit out dillhole...
OMG one time I went up to my professor and
was like hey wanna make sex and he was like
ZOMG YES!!!111 and we did and now I have
an A in Music 15
-Poison Ivy
Submitted Lists
Top Five Things Physics Tutors Would Write
On Their Name Tags:
1. First cum, first served.
2. If you don’t have a snatch don’t raise your
hand.
3. Your Mastering Physics ain’t gonna solve
itself and my dick ain’t gonna suck itself. So,
I say we work together to solve both these
problems.
4. It’s easier for me to write on the board when
my other hand is on your nipple.
5. No. That’s not a dry-erase marker in my
pocket.
6. I’d love to help you with that problem. If you
could just reach deep into my pocket and grab
anything that resembles the shape of a marker.
7. It’s easier to explain the problem if your sitting on my lap (Inquire about the max load).
8. I have a don’t ask, so I don’t have to answer
policy for dudes.
9. If you come to my office hours we can practice my own version of the right-hand-rule.
10. It is easier to demonstrate projectile motion after you’ve mastered my right-hand-rule
technique.
Another for good measure:
11. I may have to ask you to repeat your question. Sometimes it’s difficult to understand you
with my dick in your mouth.
The Top Five Reasons Why Chicks Should
Hang Out At The Foosball Table
1. The balls are the perfect size to be able to fit
two in your mouth.
2. Where else can you have two guys twisting
and yanking on their own rods and things not
get too messy?
3. It’s a place where you can verify before hand
who can get it in the hole the most times without missing.
4. In the event of a foos-intermission fuck fest
one of the little foosmen can be used as an
in-a-pinch butt plug. It even has two built-in
sizes: head first for beginners, feet first for the
experts. (For the black-belt fuckers one little
foosman for the stinker, and TWO of the fellas
for the sinker :)
5. Just in case one of the guys doesn’t have the
adequate equipment, the foosball table is just
the right height (at least for us taller ladies) to
fuck you with one of the rods from the other
side. It’d really make him feel like “the shit”
fucking you from a yard away!)

Watch the word count, bear
fuckers! Send your personals to
www.thekoala.org/personals.html

